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STTJDENTS' PERCEPTION ABOUT LEARNING MOTIVATION; PSYCHOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE

Rita Eka lzzaty
Psychology Department, Faculty of Education

State University of Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Email: rita ekaizzaty @uny.ac.id

ABSTRACT
This explorative research is conducted due to the phenomenon of drop out students or those who graduate

t-:r fran the expected time. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to identify the students' perception about
t ffinition, role, affecting factors, and strategies to grow learning motivation which is based on three

ives in Educational Psychology. Those perspectives are humanistic, cognitive, and behavioral
The humanistic emphasizes on intrinsic motivation because of the need for self-growth, cognitive

on looking for an understanding and attribution of individual interpretation, while behavioral
tends to emphasize on extrinsic motivation. This research employed qualitative approach with

descriptive analysis. The subjects were 57 students aged around 20-21 years old from various
at Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The instrument used in this research was open questionnaire. The result

that the majority of students' perception refers to the humanistic perspectives (76oh), cognitive (21Yo), and
(3%). The implication of this study can be applied in providing psychological intervention related to
the learning motivation, either individually or in groups.

: perception, learning motivation, university students, psychological perspective

CTION
Motivation can be defined as an internal state

Txres, directs, and maintains behavior (Berk,
Further, Berk also states that some psychologists
md explain a motivation that is related to

trait. However, on the other hand, some
also discuss motivation as a state, a

situation that is related to various
factors that someone faces.

A lot of studies show the relationshio between
ion and aspects of success in human's life, such

dieving goals (Lunenburg, 20ll), improving
(physically and psychologically), individual

in achieving something, and in the end,
influences the level of a person's success in

his achievement (Adeyeye, Vipene, & Asak,

In education, motivation plays an important
h learning process because there is a strong

ip between motivation and student
(Amrai, Motlagh, Zalani, & Parhon,

il1 Kusurkar, Cate, Vos, Westers, and Croiset
say that motivation positively affects academic

by using the strategies of better learning
Some of the roles of motivation are to srow

and to encourage and improve the spirit of
Motivation also plays role in maintaining the

of learning. It means that a person will
riastically learn by using the strong determination
he has. Motivation makes people focus on
ing the main goals of their lives. They will be
about their needs as a human beins.

Brooks, Brooks, and Goldstein (2012) say that
is one of the basic thinss that determine

When someone's mindset assumes that

the contrary, when he sees learning as an obligation,
then he will consider it as a burden and will not do it
sincerely. In other hand, curiosity also affects the
growth of leaming motivation. Curiosity is the
significant factor that motivates someone to learn
(Borowske, 2005), although it is not the only important
component that affects the motivation (Kashdan, Rose,
& Fincham, 2004). Someone who has strong curiosity
will be much different from the one who does not.
Therefore, people who have high curiosity will try to
figure out things as best as they can.

However, motivation is still being a problem for
students, for example the less awareness of the
importance of motivation and lack of motivation in
learning. The discrepancy between expectations and
reality arises questions about how students'perception
about the definition, role, affecting factors, and
strategies to grow learning motivation. In the level of
theoretical study, those questions are assumed to be
described in three approaches of psychological theory,
which are humanistic, cognitive, and behavioral.
Humanistic emphasizes on intrinsic motivation because
of the need for self-growth, cognitive emphasizes on
looking for an understanding and attribution of
individual interpretation, while behavioral perspective
tends to emphasize on extrinsic motivation.

Beside answering the above questions, as far as

known to the researcher, this kind of research has not
ever been conducted in Indonesia yet. Therefore, this
study formulates the problem on how students'
perception about the definition, role, affecting factors,
and strategies to grow learning motivation. Meanwhile,
the objective of this study is to identifli the students'
perception about the definition, role, affecting factors,
and strategies to grow learning motivation. It is hoped
that the result of this study gives an imponanris a need, then he is going to do willingly. On
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contribution for counseling program and for students to

complete their studies on time'

RESEARCH METHOD
This study employed quditailve 

-approach 
w)th

qualitative descriptive analysii' It was based on three

i.ttp*i".t in 
'Educational 

Psychology' they were

behavioral, humantsttc, and iognitive' Behavioral

oersoective tended i" emphasize on extrinsic

ilffi;;, humanistic emphasized on 
.. 

intrinsic

motivation because of the need for self-growth'

."Sti i". 
"*phasized 

on looking for understanding and

uffiu'tion oi individual interprJtation' The subjects of

tiri, ..r"ur.n were 57 univeriity students aged around

iOat y"urtold from various disciplines at Yogyakarta'

tndonesia. The insffument used was open

questionnaire.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result shows that the majority of students'

nerception refers to the humanistic perspectives (760/o)'

cogniiiue (2loh), and behavioral (3%)'

A. Humanistic PersPective

fhe Definition of Motivation' Motivation is

something that can make us do the best effort to fight

i". *ft" ie want. It can also be interpreted as an urge

that comes from ourselves (within) to meet our various

,r""4, u, a human being, for example self-esteem needs'

the need for love and possessing and others'

The Role of Motivation in Learning' Motivation

plays an important role in maintaining the spirit of

learning, encouraglng ourselves .to accomplish tasks

*.ff f# meeting iheleeds, making dreams that have

been planned to come true, arousing the spirit of

i.u-ing, defining and developing the interest in

i;id as a n-eed, and reinforcing ourselves in

comPleling the tasks'

Factors Affecting the Growth of Motivation' Some

iu",oru that affect learning motivation are_realizing that

i;*"t;t is a self-awu'Jn"tt for the future and to

achieve-theneedsasahumanbeing'motivationcomes
frorn ourr"lues in order to meet our needs' goal is a

factor that influence the growth of self-motivation'

interestarisesnaturallyfromwithinwithoutanyforce
frorn oth"rr, and leaming is a responsibility and

obligation of each student'

Strategies to Grow Motivation' Some strategies

io Jtoi motivation are putting or sticking all tz

unO- gouft in a place that can always be

,.*"tiO"ting all goals to be achieved in the ^fln

self-awareness that it needs effort to ac

goals und targets, .maintaining t?:: -t!:!
Fiends, believing in ourselves, settmg a pft

everything sincerely, raising T"?1 
bo:t:l

;;t,; i'e achieved, always lookingto the i

;;ilg strong commitment in achieving the

Discussion. This humanistic motivation is

Abraham Maslow's concept about human

lalks about self-encouragement that arises Aoc
in order to meet the needs of human bemg'-

goals that have been set.

Cashwell and Schweiger (2004)

ourselves (intrinsic) in order to meet qr
human.

Based on the subjects' sorte

humanistic counselor works with children to

g* *A develoP the motivatiol n::dtd
[""ltio"t and changes in their liver
motivation, an essential component of

counseiing, is defined and explicit' the

rerriewed, and suggestion is made for 9on
try to glow intrinsic moti'zation in childnr-

ift"t tfti"t humanistic motivation "TP-h.Try
i.raluiOnut consciousness aspect in fulfilling

as a human. ln other word, stimulus +

influence the growth of the motivation ae

learning is self-awareness.for the lttr-E-
the neJds as a human being, motivatb
ourselves in order to fulfill the needs as e

to be achieved become one of the factcrs

;h" growth of self-motivation and i
natu;lly without any force from otherr

a responsibility and obligation,.of

statement is also supported by Wans'

Schweiger (2004) which exPlain dfl
factors in intrinsic motivation

determination, self-Perceived

oerceived salience' These facton

aspect in measuring humanistic

Derson.
PracticallY, the subjecs do

elrow their motivation' such as rerner

o:nd goals that have been conscious!

Wavs to Regrow Learning Motivation' Some ways to

*"i,- i*^itg motivation are remembering all goals

;"d ";j;"t"Js 
that have been set' remembering the

loved tnes such as parents, family and 
. 
friends'

a"i.""ititg, maintaining, and redeveloping the

orevious purposes, watching inspirational 
-movies 

that

|ai ;; 'rfiii 
, t.utiting th; imporlance of targets and

goals that have been sit, sharing with- parents' close

Ri"na o. others, and living with joy and happiness'

determining, maintaining, and I

P{i o s es, 

" 
;wlt.nli_*, :o^1*::1ipirit, realizing the importance of targasl

fruu.'U..n sei, sharing with parents' clo

their loved ones such as Parents'

others, and living with joY and

Cashwell, and Schweiger (2004) c

research that motivation requires

determination. As a consequence' each pe

choose its own needs because it will a

motivation. Someone *iift-ftigft motivatioi

.uri., to achieve his goal' Intrinsic motivarl

8B \
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in humanistic motivation. The main point is to
the needs as a human. It is supported by Vijaya

tsan's research result (2012) which says that there
e significant relationship between self-efficacy,

and worries. It shows that humanistic motivation
on how students work hard to make us of their

to be confident, and to be as good as

Those sorts of thinss become their self-
to fulfill their needs as human beinss

the explanation, it can be concluded that
futic motivation comes from within (intrinsic) to
tie needs as human beings. This urge affects

to develop their abilities (competencies) and
to meet their needs as a human.

Cqnitive Perspective
Dcfnition of Motivation. Motivation is an urge
mes from ourselves. It comes from the thousht
5 something and become a strong reason to

-e ourselves to do thines. Motivation also means
that gives us spirit, strength, and

t in doing something that comes from the
of attribution and individual interpretation.

of Motivation in Learning. The role of
in learning is to increase confidence, to

lhe understanding of materials, to enhance the
d leaming, to push ourselves to learn, to know
nderstand the knowledge, to increase

to influence the learning process, to raise
&ire to learn more seriously and full of

, to increase the passion to learn, to be
dthe goals to be achieved, to grow seriousness

Hrg, to determine an interest in learning, and to
t unknowing thing in studying process.

Alfecting the Growth of Motivation. Some
tat affect the growth of learning motivation are

dconsciousness of the imoortance of learnins.
a target of life achievement, dreams and

mindset to always try to understand the
the desire and willingness to get

ig knowing the exact purpose of learning,
oriosity to study, the desire and willingness to

-eess 
into reality, and having a strong desire to
come true.

I Regrow Learning Motivation. Some ways to
Lrning motivation are taking a short break,

autogenic conditions, remembering all
and fun moments in life, refreshing mind,

ig some reachable targets to get based on our
aFaclty, making targets as a mood buster,
ig about the future, being aware that there is

I consequence for everything we do, reading

-out inspirational characters, rethinking about

-e 
of learning (what it is for, what is its

reevaluatins the cause of losins motivation in
md evaluatins ourselves and tarsets that have

Strategies to Enhance Learning Motivation. Some
strategies that needs to be done to enhance learning
motivation are stating a clear vision, mission and goal
of learning, writing and recalling the targets and goals
that have been set, thinking positively in doing
something, giving all focus and concentration to the
goals and considering any consequences of every
action, trying to make others happy, especially parents
and closest people, avoiding complain, being
confidence, putting all curiosity in the learning process,
not postponing any task, trying to do new things,
thinking about dreams and future, setting a priority, and
being consistent with the things that have been planned.
Discussion. Cognitive motivation is an urge to do
something that comes from someone's own thought. In
this case, these thoughts become a stimulus to do
something or in other word it can be said as an
attributive concept that someone believes. Weiner
(2000) says that it is something that encourages
students to have choice and believe that their success
depend on their choices (ocus of control). According
to the cognitive point of view, motivation comes from
within, to do everything that comes from our own
thought. This cognitive motivation somehow links to
behavioral motivation. It depends on how someone sees
it. Cognitive sees that motivation comes from ourselves
to be adopted into our everyday behavior. It is
supported by Ryan and Deci's concept (2000) which
says that cognitive focuses on competence and
autonomy, it is formulated to integrate a set of early
research results on the effects ofrewards. feedback. and
other external moment on intrinsic motivation. It means
that cognitive takes stimulus from outside in order that
someone is able to make their own choice based on his
own interpretation.

Cognitive motivation focuses on how a person
is able to set goals through interpretation. Lunenburg
(201 l) explains that the goal setting is an explanation
that underlying the social cognitive theory of Bandura
(1986). Therefore, every person needs to set their goal.
Subjects gave their opinions about the role of
motivation in leaming process. The roles of motivation
in learning process are to increase confidence, to fasten
the understanding of materials, to enhance the spirit of
learning, to push ourselves to learn, to know and
understand the knowledge, to increase concentration, to
influence the leaming process, to raise the desire to
learn more seriously and fulI of concentration, to
increase the passion to learn, to be aware of the goals to
be achieved, to grow seriousness in leaming, to
determine an interest in learning, and to beat the
unknowing thing in the studying process. It is as

Lunenburg (201 1) says that there is always a process to
go to achieve the goals. The first thing to do is to
understand the value and interpretation that everybody
has, determine the goals that you have in mind, then
make it happen in the form of strategy.

The result also shows some strategies that
need to be done in order to grow learning motivation.
Those strategies are stating a clear vision, mission and

frfe

Frn€d.
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goal of learning, writing and recalling the targets and

loals that have been set, thinking positively in doing

iomething, giving all focus and concentration to the

goals and considering any consequences .of every

iction, trying to make others happy, especially parents

and closest people, avoiding complain, being

confidence, putting all curiosity in the learning process,

not postponing any task, trying to do new things'

thinking about dreams and future, setting a priority, and

being c6nsistent with the things that have beenplanned'

It isiupported by Tofellefson's research result (2000)

which says that students remain constant in the process

of (a) choosing their educational as well as personal

gouit, (b) collecting information about the

t-ask, either how to improve the understanding of the

task or how those tasks have been done before by

others, and (c) making and testing their assessment

about the efforts needed to achieve the goal' Therefore,

a clear goal and appropriate methods are badly needed

in order to achieve them.
From the explanation above, it can be

concluded that cognitive motivation is derived from a

clearly set goal that has been interpreted by people' For

determining that goal, a person needs to understand his

own value and interpretation, determine the goals that

he has in mind, then make it happen as a sfategy so

that the he will have high cognitive motivation'

C. BehavioralPersPective
The Definition of Motivation. Motivation is a natural

urge caused by various aspects that encourage someone

to do something, such as gift, reward, inducement

and/or parents/other advices'

The Role of Motivation in Learning' The role of
motivation is to maximize the leaming process in order

to get the best result, to arise the high desire to leam,

and to reduce the laziness or postponing the tasks'

Factors Affecting the Growth of Learning
Motivation. The imporlant factor that affects learning

motivation comes from outside. such as parents, family,

friends, relatives, as well as pleasant, clean, neat and

comfortable environtment.

Ways to Regrow Learning Motivation. Some ways to

develop learning motivation are thinking about the

negative impact of not doing things so that someone

rvi[ be moiivated to get the task done, asking for

advice or suggestion from others, listening to people's

success stories, and f,rnding something that can be used

as motivation like reading a book or watching a movie'

Strategies to Grow Learning Motivation' Some

strategies used to grow learning motivation are giving

positive punishment for not doing any'thing or being

iury, ..*..bering parents' words when the laziness

comes, realizing that today's efforl is something to

prepare for a bright future, and giving a prize or reward

for ourselves when we get success.

90

Discussion. Motivation plays an imporlant role ir-

learning process. Overall, students say that motivatio:

is somithing they use to encourage themselves tc

achieve their goals, such as gift, inducement, or prais:

from the closest ones (parents, relatives, and familr 
'

As Ryan and Deci (2000) state that motivation is a:'

utg. io do something. Someone will do somethin;

wien he has a strong willing and encouragement' i:

shows that motivation appears because of other peopl;'

gifts, or other inducement.
Motivation has various roles in stimulatir'

students' leaming spirit and is able to arouse a stroc:

boost for students to study well. Most important thir:;

is that motivation directs people toward the goal th:-'

must achieve. Therefore, motivation can appear if :
person has desire to achieve something' In this ca-'e

Ryan and Deci (2000) explain that there are few step= i
o".ton should know in order to possess his own goa':

ih. tt.pt are knowing about the goals to be achiera:

able to define the self, and the existance of intrin' ':

role that influence behavior.
Perumal (2009) further asserts that there i: r

clear distinction between the humanistic, behavio=-

cognitive and social learning motivation' Holver r
they are interrelated each other in order to arouse :c
moiivation behavior. It can be seen ffom stude:.

opinions about the way to grow learning motivar::r

such as thinking about the negative impact of not dc:g
things so that they will be motivated to get the :=r
done, asking for advice or suggestion from otl--="

listening to people's success stories, and findi:5

something that can be used as motivation like reading r

book or watching a movie. These ways can be :*
reasons to say that stimulus from outside is sur; ''

needed in order to have strong motivation. It is also -:

line with the concept of Perumal (2009) that ::*
ooerant's behavior is enhanced by rewards, incentir=l

and punishment. It shows that there is a connect:-':

between the concept given by Perumal (2009) and :e
data found in the field, that laziness and tendenc\ ::

postpone the task can be overcomed by remember-:i

about parents' words, realizing that the today's ei-'-
can influence the future, and giving prize or rewari -:

ourselves when we get success. Those -'-

encuragement that come from outside in which con!::
rewards or inducement, incentives and punishment'

From previous explanation, it can :P-

concluded that there is a fundamental differe:-:.

between the behavioral, cognitive, humanistic' :-:
social leaming motivation. However, each of them :-l
its own limit and role. In this case, the behavior re:--'

to the operant's behavior that is enhanced b1' --:e

reward or inducement, incentive, and punishers'

CONCLUSION
1. Humanistic Perspective. Motivation is an u:'=

that comes from within in order to fulfill var'i ':
needs as a human being such as self-esteem ne-l
the need for love and possessing and oth'=--

Motivation plays a role in maintaining the spir" :



barfling, accomplishing tasks well in order to
ftltill the needs, making dreams come true,
gro*ing the spirit of learning, growing interest in
leaming as a need, and forcing ourselves in
wopleting the tasks. Factors that affect the growth
x *re motivation are realizing that learning is for
sr o\\r sake in the future to fuIfilI the needs as a
b':nafl. motivation comes from within to fulfill the
:ds as a human, goals to be achieved is one of
t factors that affect the growth of motivation and

-rest 
that comes naturally without any force

ioor others and make learning as the responsibility
n;i obligation to ourselves. Many ways used to
gltl lssrning motivation are remembering the
lsais and targets that have been prepared
rsciously, remembering the loved ones such as

r3nts. family and friends, determining, defining,
d redeveloping the purposes, watching
nscrational movies, realizing the importance of
-=:s and goals that have been set, sharing with
rellt. close friend or others, and living with joy
a' happiness. Strategies to grow motivation are
rr:ring goals and target in an easily-seen place,
u:embering the goals to be achieved in the fu-ture,
:riias'areness to do effort and struggle to achieve
L qoals and targets, maintaining good

=iaionship with friends, believing in ourselves,
F:ns a priority scale, doing everything seriously,

-lrJ booster, writing all needs to be achieved,
:rr':rg to the future, and having a strong
:re:nitment in achieving targets or goals that have
E set.

rres from within. It comes from the thoughts to
n :i-.mething and also a strong reason to convince
nr-ires to do something. The role of motivation
r --;rning is to increase confidence, understand
ir :-raterial more quickly, increase the spirit of
rzc.il_q. force ourselves to learn, know and
r--tand the knowledge, improve concentration,
rn-l-6ass the learning process, raises the
rl:-:gness to learn to be more focus, increase the
E*....n to learn, capable of realizing the goals to
E :c-hieved, grow seriousness in learning,
mrine interest in learning, and overcome the
lr-i$1. Factors affecting the growh of learning

-c-. adon are the self-awareness of the
m_-trirnce of learning, having a target of life
Er el'ement, dreams, mindset to always try to
lr-qstand the knowledge, the desire and
r{--gless to get something, having a clear
tlra\e in learning, culiosity of a knowledge, the
r',--eness to make dream comes true, and a
s-.cs u-ill in to make dreams come true. Ways
Ec; irr _wow learning motivation are taking a shoft
rF=:s- remembering all important and happy
l:E€nrs in life, refreshing mind, setting targets
G: own our own ability, making targets as a
rr:€ 3uster. imagining the future, realizing that
ts= :s ahvays a consequence in everl4hing we do.

reading the story of inspirational figures,
rethinking about the nature of learning (what is it
for), rethinking about the cause of losing the
motivation in learning, and evaluating targets that
have been set. The strategy needs to be done in
growing learning motivation are determining a

clear vision and mission, writing and recall targets
and goals that have been set, thinking positively in
doing something, staying focus to the targets and
considering the effect that may be come, thinking
of making others happy, especially parents and
closest people, avoiding complain, believing in
ourselves, increasing the curiosity in the learning
process, not postponing task, trying something
new, thixking about ideas or dreams of the future,
setting a priority scale for something important,
and being consistent with the things that have been
planned.

3. Behavioral Perspective. Motivation is a natural
urge that comes from within and is caused by
various things come from outside. The role of
motivation makes learning process done as perfect
as it could and aims to get the best, growing high
desire to learn, and reducing laziness and
postponing jobs or tasks. Factors that affect the
growth learning motivation come from outside
(external), such as parents, family, friends, relative,
as well as pleasant, clean, neat and comfortable
surroundings. Many ways used to grow learning
motivation are thinking about negative impact of
doing nothing so that so we can be motivated to
get it over, asking for advice or suggestion from
others, listening to the success stories of others,
and looking for something motivating such as

reading a book or watching a movie. The strategies
used are giving a positive punishment when doing
nothing, remembering all parents' words when
getting lazy or postponing tasks, realizing that
today's effort is for our own future, and giving a

reward to ourselves when we succeed in doins
something.

NOTES
*Dr. Rita Eka Izzaty, M.Si is a psychologist,
researcher, and lecturer working at the State University
of Yogyakarta, Indonesia. As a psychologist, she
focuses her practice on dealing with problems on early
childhood development, and consultancies on progmm
development for early childhood education. She
teaches developmental psychology, behavior
modification, and personality at the Department of
Psychology, the State University of Yogyakarla. Her
research mainly focused on developmental psychology
and early childhood education. She has published her
researchs in national journals, and presented her paper
on seminars and conferences. In 2014, she is appointed
as a member the team of experl for the Board of
National Eduation Standard for Earlv Childhood
Education.
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